Ad Tech + Brands on Coronavirus Disinfo Sites:
25-29 May

29 May 2020
GDI has studied a selection of conspiracy stories and sites spreading disinformation about the coronavirus.

Conspiracy theories:
- Economic shutdown is not needed as COVID-19 a hoax.
- Wuhan Lab source is being covered up.
- COVID-19 contact tracing is form of government control.
- COVID-19 is result of 5G.
- Economic elite using COVID-19 as form of population control.

All stories found on known disinformation sites.
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:

Google  revcontent  YAHOO!

amazon  AdRoll  criteo

Teads  Taboola  REVJET

Note: Some of these companies include retargeting and data analytic companies serving the “last mile” for delivering online ads.
Brands funding these sites & stories:
Brand Advertisements

- All of these brands were found on the sites queried.
- Brand ads will vary by anyone’s data footprint & geolocation.
- Screenshots taken from locations in US, UK and Germany.
- Given EU data protections, most ads provide clickable information on the company providing ad.
- This information has been included and/or used to attribute the delivery of an ad to a specific tech company.
- All of this information has been circled at the bottom of each screenshot (where possible).
In Epic Speech, Italian Member of Parliament Demands Arrest of Bill Gates As A “Vaccine Criminal” For Pursuing Crimes Against Humanity
Nationalist Review summed up her speech as “Bill Gates is a power-hungry elitist set on dominating the world through a campaign of genocide masked as charity—all in the hopes of controlling the population and preparing the world for slavery.”

Cunial studied industrial chemistry at the University of Padua and was elected in 2018.

Since taking office, Cunial has caused quite a stir, even being temporarily removed from her party for her opposition to vaccines and comparing them to a “genocide” in a Facebook post. Just weeks later, she held a press conference on the dangers of vaccines in the Chamber of Deputies.
BILL GATES’ AND ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION’S PLAN TO TRACK AMERICANS

May 3, 2020

Dr. Mercola, Guest
Waking Times

Bill Gates — who illegally invests in the same industries he gives charitable donations to, and who promotes a global public health agenda that benefits the companies he is invested in — has gone on record saying life will not go back to normal until we have the ability to quaran-track the entire global population against COVID-19.

To that end, he is pushing for disease surveillance and a tracking system that might involve...
BILL GATES' AND ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION'S PLAN TO TRACK AMERICANS

May 20, 2020

Dr. Mercola, Guest
Waking Times

Bill Gates — who illegally invests in the same industries he gives charitable donations to, and who promotes a global public health agenda that benefits the companies he’s invested in — has gone on record saying he will not go back to normal until we have the ability to vaccinate the entire global population against COVID-19.

To that end, he is pushing for disease surveillance and a vaccine tracking system that might involve

Arket ad delivered by Google
As Liberal Outlets Change Their Tune, Experts Warn of Immense Damage Lockdowns Have Already Caused

Outlets like The Washington Post, CNN and the Los Angeles Times have breathlessly covered the international coronavirus pandemic and the lives it has taken. They’ve used that death toll as justification for the spate of restrictive lockdowns across the country.

But now, their respective tunes appear to be changing as devastating byproducts of those very same lockdowns have emerged.

https://info.yahoo.com/privacy/us/yahoo/relevanta...
CA City Can't Ban the American Flag, But They Did Just Ban Protesters Having Flagpoles

Laguna Beach Won't Ban American Flags at Protests but Look Where They Are Now

By C. Douglas Golden
Published May 17, 2020 at 9:33am

Banning the American flag at protests is probably a bad idea, not to mention dubious constitutionality.

Ah, but there are ways around that, though: You can ban flagpoles.
US Biowarfare Act Author: Vaccines, Corruption, Coverups & Secret Bioweapon Programs

TOPICS: Bioweapons  Dr. Francis Boyle  Spiro Skouras
MAY 16, 2020

https://adssettings.google.com/whythisadsettings=AB3afGEAAAXmW1tbW3RydWIuJSwzixXSxudWxslG5tbGwsdHJ1ZV0sW26tbGwsimhodHBzOi8vZ29vZ2xYWRzlmcuZG91YmxY2xypY2submV0L3BhZ2VhZC
CNN Correspondent Hit Trump for Not Wearing a Mask, Hours Later Has No Problem Taking Her Own Off

By Erin Costes
Published May 16, 2020 at 12:33pm

CNN White House Correspondent Kaitlan Collins has been blasted on social media for removing her face mask following a media briefing hours after asking Trump why he was not wearing one.

During a media event in the Rose Garden on May 15, President Donald Trump and some other administration officials were not wearing masks while certain coronavirus task force members, like Dr. Anthony Fauci and Dr. Deborah Birx, were wearing them, Medisite reported.
Italian Politician Demands Bill Gates Be Arrested For Crimes Against Humanity on Parliament Floor
Renault ad delivered by Amazon

The true goal here is total control of the absolute dominion over the

Cunial studied industrial chemistry at the University of Padua and was elected in 2018.

Since taking office, Cunial has caused quite a stir, even being temporarily removed from her party for her opposition to vaccines and comparing them to a "genocide" in a Facebook post. Just weeks later, she held a press conference on the dangers of vaccines in the Chamber of Deputies.

In April, Cunial publicly ripped up coronavirus decrees of Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte's government in the Chamber after she was pulled over for driving, despite having her parliamentary identification with her.
An Italian politician demanded the arrest of Bill Gates for “crimes against humanity” in a passionate speech on the parliament floor.

Sara Cunial, the Member of Parliament for Rome, blasted Gates during her seven minute long speech on Thursday, claiming that he has been working on a depopulation policy and plans for dictatorial control over global politics.

The lawmaker blasted the shut down orders, handling of the coronavirus pandemic, and vaccines.
Petco ad delivered by Google

Est. 10,000 4G and 5G Small Cell Towers in NYC Despite Illness, Exposure Warnings, and Opposition

TOPICS: 5G BN Frank New York
MAY 24, 2020

https://adssettings.google.com/whythisad?reasons=AB3afGfAAAuQ...
If there was ever a time in history to pay attention, it's now. It's now obvious that we all need to keep our and ears open to that which Big Tech and the government continue to censor to "save us" from "misinformation."

Google Drive, at the request of The Washington Post, has taken down a user's personal copy of the movie "Plandemic."
microwave radiation-emitting spider web [that will allow Big Data/Big Telecom and Big Brother to capture what happens inside and outside every person at every moment of life] using a sinister brain-machine interface and other technologies, many financed by Gates. In short, "While the lockdown is a catastrophe for the world economy, it is an opportunity for Gates" and his billionaire brotherhood, ably assisted by an unadmirable fleet of medical and scientist yes-men.

Timeline of selected events

1998
May 18: The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) and 20 states file antitrust charges against Microsoft.

2000
2000: Bill Gates steps down from his position as Microsoft CEO, and Bill and Melinda Gates launch their eponymous foundation.
2000: The Gates Foundation (along with other partners) launches the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunisation (GAVI), known today as Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance. The foundation has given $4.1 billion to Gavi over the past 20 years.

2001
November: After initially losing the antitrust lawsuit and appealing the decision, Microsoft settles its case with the DOJ out of court.

2002
November 2002: University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill (UNC) researcher Ralph Baric publishes a "breakthrough work" in gain-of-function research (studies that alter pathogens to make them more transmissible or deadly, see Notes above), describing the creation of a synthetic clone of a natural mouse coronavirus.

November 2002: China's Guangdong province reports the first case of "atypical pneumonia" (later labeled as SARS).

The speed of the Baric group illustrates how quickly a qualified team of virologists can create a synthetic clone from a natural virus, and therefore make genetic modifications to it.
These Are The 13 Families In The World That Apparently Control Everything – From Politics To Terrorism

This is about the fascinating conspiracy theory that claims these most powerful families in the world own 99% of the wealth, leaving 1% for the rest of the world to fight over.

These are families that have a hold in almost every sphere of life, be it politics, business or entertainment. The 13 bloodlines are said to have connections to wealth and power that are simply unimaginable. And these families span from Europe to China.
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Unsentimental Journey: Timeline Details Fading Freedoms and the Pandemic Speeding Up the Process
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